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INTRODUCTION 

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused much disruption in economic activities around the 

world including India. The NDA Government led by Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, has 

launched certain measures to mitigate the effects of this disruption. As far as the Insolvency 

and Bankruptcy Code is concerned, the government vide its discretion in Section 4 of the 

code increased the minimum threshold limit for a default from Rs. 1 Lakh to Rs. 1 Crore.i 

This means for a default based proceeding to occur under IBC, the amount should be at least 

Rs. 1 Crore. 

ANALYSIS OF THE ORDINANCE 

NCLAT took suomoto cognizance of the unprecedented situation caused by the pandemic in 

its order dated 30th March. It declared that for the purpose of counting the period of resolution 

process under section 12 in cases in which CIRP has been initiated and is pending before 

NCLT or NCLAT, the period of lockdown declared by the central and state government in 

the place where the registered office of the corporate debtor is located shall be excluded and 

any interim/ stay order passed by NCLAT shall continue till next date of hearing.ii 

Further, the government amended the code by bringing in the Insolvency and Bankruptcy 

Code (Amendment) Ordinance, 2020 with effect from June 5,2020. The Ordinance while 

acknowledging the disruption caused by the pandemic, lockdowns and the difficulty in 

finding adequate number of resolution applicants has included Sections 10(A) and 66(3) to 

the code.iii Section 10(A) states that no application for CIRP (Corporate Insolvency 

Resolution Process) under Sections 7, 9 and 10 shall be filed for a default occurring on or 

after March 25, 2020 for a period of six months or further (as may be notified) but not 

exceeding one year. NCLT Chennai has held that Section 10(A) applies to all pending 

applications arising out of defaults on or after March 25 and not June 5,ivthereby stating that 

the amendment is retrospective in nature. 
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A major concern is the inconsistency between the operative part and the proviso attached to 

the section. The operative part clearly indicates a temporary ban on the filing of 

CIRP,whereas, the proviso by use of the word “ever” indicates a permanent ban on the filing 

of CIRP for such defaults.v This inconsistency destroys the objective of the act which is 

speedy resolution of the CIRP and to keep the corporate debtor as a going concernvi as this 

inconsistency can be used to perpetually delay CIRP. A blanket and forever protection would 

rather, actually incentivize a debtor to accelerate default so as to bring it during the 

Disruption Period and avail a permanent abatement. A possible interpretation is that a default 

having occurred during the disruption period has actually occurred after the disruption period 

as well and therefore, the proviso cannot imply a permanent and blanket ban.vii This cannot 

be the intent of law.viiiAnother argument that has been forwarded is that a proviso cannot be 

permitted by construction to defeat the basic intent expressed in the substantive provision.ix 

Section 66(2) of the code makes a director or partner of a corporate debtor personally liable if 

before the commencement of CIRP, they knew that CIRP was inevitable or that they did not 

exercise due diligence in minimising the potential loss to the creditors of the corporate 

debtor. The Ordinance inserts Section 66(3) which exempts the Resolution professional from 

filing any application under 66(2) for a default for which CIRP has been suspended under 

10(A).xThe amendment will boost the confidence of directors or partners to continue trading 

during these tough times to keep their business as a going concernxi as a lot of changes need 

to be done in the loan structure of the corporate structure of the corporate debtorxii, without 

incurring a personal liability. 

In light of the changes introduced by the Ordinance, it is pertinent to note that the language of 

section 10-A should have been in such a manner that the operative part and the proviso must 

be mutually throwing light on each other so as to give it a rhythmical interpretation. 

Suspension of section 10 defeats the purpose of the Code which is to revive the corporate 

debtor and not liquidate it. Depriving the corporate debtor from filing voluntary insolvency 

proceeding will force him into business thus resulting in more losses. Further, the Ordinance 

doesn’t address the question of MSME debtors and creditors. This sector is the worst hit 

during the pandemic due to less cash flow. Thus, the need of the hour is to look into the 

interests of both financial and operational creditors, where the latter must be given due 

importance. 
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EFFECT ON MSME’S 

The Prime Minister, in his fifth address to the nation gave a clarion call for Aatmanirbhar 

Bharat and announced a fiscal package of Rupees 20 lakh crores equivalent to India’s 10% 

GDP.xiii This step was taken to boost the MSME sector during the unprecedented time. There 

are approx 63.3 million MSMEs in India,xiv which needs greater fillip to run their businesses 

during the times of global emergency so that job retention is ensured. Another important 

measure announced was that a special resolution framework for the MSME sector would be 

materialized under Section 240-A of the IBC, 2016, which is yet to be notified. Furthermore, 

the Ordinance is in line with the ‘RBI’s COVID-19 Regulatory Package’ as it permits  

extension of the moratorium by another three months i.e. from June 1, 2020 to August 31, 

2020 on payment of all instalments in respect of term loans and also excludes the period for 

classification of an asset as NPA.xv These measures taken by the government will help the 

MSME sector to cope up with the loss that might be incurred during the pandemic. 

These measures taken by the government may prove advantageous to the corporate debtors; 

nonetheless, it might have an adverse effect on the operational creditors which are mostly the 

MSMEs. In the light of this argument, we can draw the following conclusions related to the 

MSME sector: 

a) Operational creditors, who are MSMEs could be suppliers to the corporate debtor and 

hence in case of default by the latter there is little recourse under the new Ordinance.  

b) As a result of the recent amendment in Section 4 of the IBC, the MSME creditors are 

barred from filing a default that is lower than Rs. 1 crore.xvi Further, even if the 

default occurs, they cannot file the application under Section 9 of the code due to the 

immunity provided under Section 10-A. 

c) The only recourse left for the MSME is under Section 16 of the MSMED Act, 2006, 

which specifies the date from which the interest is payable in case the buyer fails to 

pay the amount to the supplier. 

CONCLUSION 
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The economic impact of the Coronavirus should not be solely seen through the eyes of the 

corporate debtors, but one must also step into the shoes of the financial creditors. With the 

virus taking a more deadly form, it appears impossible that the economic sector would 

breathe again in the near future. Considering this fact, the burden on the financial creditors is 

increasing day in and day out. Mr.Shaktikanta Das asserts that the pandemic may lead to 

higher non-performing assets and capital erosion of banks.xviiThis leads to the conclusion that 

post pandemic there can be difficulty in borrowing money from the financial institutions for 

the purpose of businesses. Thus, the steps taken by the government during the pandemic are 

very momentous for the corporate sector but the short term and long term effects of the 

Ordinance coupled with the RBI’s guidelines require deep analysis. 
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